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A covering theorem for families of sets in Rd
John E. Wetzel and Wacharin Wichiramala∗

Let D and F be families of bounded sets in Rd , d ≥ 2. We describe
a sense in which D approximately covers F, and we show that then
a compact set X that covers D must also cover F. As an application
we show in the context of Moser’s “worm” problem that a compact
set in Rd that contains a congruent copy of every simple polygonal
unit arc is a cover for the family of all unit arcs.

More than 40 years ago Leo Moser [7] (reprinted in W. Moser [8]) asked for
the set of least area in the plane that can cover every planar arc of unit
length. A great variety of similar problems can be formulated by restricting
the covering set to be convex, or of prescribed shape (e.g., triangular, etc.),
by seeking to minimize the perimeter, or thickness, or some other geometric
measure, or by restricting the family of unit arcs in various ways (to be
closed, or polygonal, or polygonal with at most n segments, etc.). Very few
of these problems, known collectively as “worm” problems, have been solved,
and the analogous problems in higher dimensions are virtually unexplored.
For a recent survey of the status of Moser’s original problem in the plane,
see Wetzel [11], and for a glimpse at the closely related notion of “escape”
path, see Finch and Wetzel [4].
In this article we establish a covering theorem for families of bounded
sets in Rd , and we apply it to prove a covering approximation lemma that
is potentially useful in “worm” problems in higher dimensions.

1. The covering theorem in Rd
We suppose throughout that d ≥ 2, and we begin by recalling the deﬁnition
of the Hausdorﬀ metric. Write Bε (x) for the open ball of radius ε and center
x, Uε (S) for the ε-neighborhood of the non-empty set S (the set of points
within ε of some point of S), and h(A, B) for the Hausdorﬀ distance between
the non-empty sets A and B, namely,

h(A, B) = glb {r > 0: A ⊆ Ur (B) and B ⊆ Ur (A)} .
∗
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The Hausdorﬀ distance is a metric on the family of all closed sets in Rd
(see, for example, Burago et al. [2, p. 252] or Kelly and Weiss [5, Th. 8, p.
251-52]).
Two compact sets in Rd are congruent if there is an isometry of Rd
that carries one onto the other. Convergence in the Hausdorﬀ metric preserves congruence. Detailed proofs can be found in [5, Th. 8, p. 251-52] and
Radunović [10], but for the sake of completeness, we supply a short proof
of this fact pointed out to us by John Mackay. As usual, let N be the set of
positive integers.
d
Lemma 1. Let Sn ∞
n=1 be a sequence of compact sets in R each of which
is isometric to a set S0 . If limn→∞ h (Sn , S) = 0, then S is also congruent
to S0 .

Proof. For each n ∈ N let μn : S0 −→ Sn be an isometry. Write μ|X for the
restriction of μ to the set X, so that for each n, μn |S0 is a distance-preserving
mapping of the compact set S0 onto Sn . The family {μn |S0 : n ∈ N} is clearly
uniformly bounded and equicontinuous, and it follows from the Arzela-Ascoli
Theorem that it has a uniformly convergent subsequence whose limit ϕ is a
distance-preserving mapping of S0 onto S. Now the existence of an isometry
μ on Rd so that μ|S0 = ϕ follows from an extension theorem of Benz [1, p.
20].
The Blaschke Selection Theorem plays an important role in what follows.
Theorem (Blaschke Selection Theorem). A bounded sequence of compact
sets in Rd has a subsequence that converges in the Hausdorﬀ metric to a
compact set.
For a proof, see, for example, [2, pp. 252–54] or [5, p. 237-39].
We say that a set F ﬁts in a set X (or X covers F ) if there is an isometry
μ so that μ|F (F ) ⊂ X. A set X is a cover for a family F of sets if it covers
each set F in F. If D and F are families of bounded sets, it would be natural
to extend the deﬁnition to say that D covers F if for each F in F there is a
D in D that covers F. It would then follow immediately that a set X is a
cover for a family F if it covers a family D that is itself a cover for F. But
the same conclusion follows from a slightly weaker condition.
Deﬁnition 1. Let D and F be families of bounded sets in Rd . We say that
D is a near cover of F (or D nearly covers F) if for each set F in F and each
ε > 0 there is a set D in D whose ε-neighborhood Uε (D) covers F.
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Theorem 2 (The covering theorem). Let X be a compact set and let F and
D be families of bounded sets in Rd . If X is a cover for D and if D nearly
covers F, then X is a cover for F.
Proof. Suppose X is a cover for D and D nearly covers F, and let F be a set
in F. We have to show that F ﬁts in X. For each n ∈ N there is a Dn ∈ D
so that U1/n (Dn ) covers F. Since X is a cover for D, Dn ﬁts in X, and
consequently U1/n (Dn ) ﬁts in U1/n (X) and so does F. Let Fn be a congruent
copy of F that lies in U1/n (X). Then Fn ⊂ U2/n (X) ⊂ U1 (X). According to
the Blaschke Selection Theorem, the sequence Fn ∞
n=1 has a subsequence
that converges in the sense of the Hausdorﬀ metric to a compact set F0 that
is congruent to F̄ (by Lemma 1); and since U2/n (X)∞
n=1 converges to X it
follows that F0 ⊂ X. Consequently F ﬁts in X.

2. The simple approximation theorem
An important lemma in curve covering problems in the plane asserts that a
compact, convex set contains a congruent copy of each unit arc if and only if
it contains a congruent copy of each simple polygonal unit arc. This result,
which we inexplicably neglected to state in our article [6] (with Maki), is
an easy corollary of an approximation theorem having a late 19th century
classical character that we established there for precisely this purpose. Here
we drop the assumption of convexity and extend this covering result to
compact sets in Rd .
Write l(γ) for the length of a (rectiﬁable) arc γ in Rd and pq for the
Euclidean distance between points p and q in Rd . We choose not to make a
notational distinction between a curve γ and its trace (the pointset that is
its range), because the intended meaning is always clear from the context.
We regard the terms curve, path, and arc as synonymous.
The result desired would follow from Theorem 2 if we establish that the
family (of the traces) of all simple, polygonal unit arcs is nearly dense in the
family (of the traces) of all unit arcs. This is the assertion of the following
lemma.
Lemma 3 (The simple approximation theorem). Suppose p and q are different points in Rd and let γ be an arc of length L > 0 from p to q. For
each ε > 0 there is a simple polygonal path π from p to q such that (a)
L − ε < l(π) ≤ L, and (b) the trace of γ lies in Uε (π).
Proof. The claim is trivial if pq = L, so we suppose that pq < L. The
arguments for d ≥ 3 mirror those presented for the plane case in [6, Theorem
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14]. Parameterize γ by arclength, so that γ : [0, L] −→ Rd with γ(0) = p and
γ(L) = q, and let ε > 0 be given. We claim ﬁrst that there is a polygonal
arc  from p to q such that
⎫

L − 12 ε < l() < L, ⎬

h (, γ) < 12 ε. ⎭
There is a partition 0 = t0 , t1 , t2 , . . . , tn = L of [0, L] so that the polygonal
path
 = v0 v1 v2 . . . vn ,
where vi = γ(ti ), joins p to q, the length l(γi ) of each subarc γi from vi−1 to
vi is less than 12 ε, and L − 12 ε < l() ≤ L. Evidently l(γi ) ≥ vi−1 vi for each
i = 1, 2, ..., n. If l() = L, then
L = l(γ) =

n


l(γi ) ≥

i=1

n


vi−1 vi = l() = L,

i=1

and it follows that γi = vi−1 vi for each i, and consequently γ = . Since
pq < L, this polygonal arc has at least one vertex vj so that vj−1 , vj , and
vj+1 are not collinear; and moving vj a bit toward vj+1 keeping both γj−1
and γj shorter than 12 ε shortens . Hence with no loss of generality we may
suppose l() < L. Now, γi ⊂ Bε/2 (vi ), and consequently
γ⊂

n


Bε/2 (vi ) ⊂ Uε/2 ().

i=0

To complete the argument we observe that there is a simple polygonal
arc π from p to q that satisﬁes the conditions
|l (π) − l()| < min



1
2 ε, L

− l()

 ⎫
⎬

h (π, ) < 12 ε,

⎭

from which the conditions (a) and (b) follow. For d = 2 the adjustments
needed to obtain the nearby simple polygonal arc π from  are described
in [6, Theorem 14, p. 652]. The arguments are similar but easier when d ≥
3. As an assemblage of line segments, the polygonal arc  can fail to be
simple in only a few ways: a vertex might meet  someplace else, or two
edges of  might have a point other than a vertex in common. In each
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case, moving a vertex with its incident edges can eliminate the unwanted
intersection, and these adjustments can be made in such a way that the
resulting simple polygonal arc π joins p to q, it remains close to , and its
length remains less than L. Now the claims of the theorem follow from the
triangle inequality.
Here is the main consequence.
Theorem 4. The family D of simple polygonal arcs of length at most L
nearly covers the family F of all arcs of length L.
Proof. Let γ be an arc of length L from p to q, and suppose ε > 0 is given.
If p = q, Lemma 3 provides the desired arc π in D so that γ lies in an
ε-neighborhood of π.
If p = q, suppose that γ is parameterized on arclength, and let t be a
real number so that γ(t ) = q and L − ε < t < L. Let q  = γ(t ), and let γ 
be the subarc of γ from p to q  and γ  the subarc of γ from q  to q, so that
γ = γ  ⊕ γ  . Note that l(γ  ) = t . According to Lemma 3 there is a simple,
polygonal arc π from p to q  such that t − ε < l(π) ≤ t , and γ  ⊂ Uε (π).
Then l(π) < L and both γ  ⊂ Uε (π) and γ  ⊂ Bε (q  ) ⊂ Uε (π). Consequently
γ ⊂ Uε (π), as needed.
Corollary 5. A compact set in Rd contains a congruent copy of each arc
of length L in Rd if and only if it contains a congruent copy of each simple
polygonal arc of length L in Rd .
Proof. Immediate from the Theorem, the preceding Lemma, and the observation that every polygonal arc of length at most L is a subarc of a polygonal
arc of length L.
Note that this Corollary ﬁlls a small hiatus in [9], where a certain compact but not convex set in the plane is claimed to be a cover for the family
of all planar unit arcs because it contains a congruent copy of every simple
planar polygonal unit arc.
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